
          THURSDAY, 27/04/23 

R3 MARSEILLE-BORELY [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DES COLOMBES - 1000m (a5f) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Maiden - Flat - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. BAD BOY - He did not show much on debut but did better when third last time out. More 
improvement expected and can go close 

2. MA MOME - Fair fourth on debut. Capable of improvement and can contest the finish again. 
Can turn the tables on rival BAD BOY (1) 

3. BANGARA - Fair fifth on debut. Regressed when eighth in a claimer in her second start but 
can improve having been supplemented for this race 

4. BOMBEY - A two-year-old colt by Birchwood out of Bomba who is making his debut- Watch 
the betting market 

5. MUCHAS GRACIAS - A two-year-old colt by Tasleet out of The Wee Barra who is making his 
debut- Watch the betting market 

6. PEPETE - A two-year-old filly by Attendu out of Painted Girl  who is making her debut- Watch 
the betting market 

7. PRINCESSE SAPHIR - A two-year-old filly by Prince Gibraltar out of Emeraude Flower who is 
making her debut- Watch the betting market 

8. FLOWERSPRING - A two-year-old filly by Shalaa out of Maraza who is making her debut- 
Watch the betting market 

9. SANTA VANILLA - A two-year-old filly by Johnny Barnes out of Shining Bay who is making 
her debut- Watch the betting market 

Summary : A weak race. There was not much between MA MOME (2) and BAD BOY (1) with the 
colt ahead of the filly. MA MOME (2) was making her debut that day so there could be more 
improvement from her and she gets the narrow vote to score. There are a few first-timers that 
could win. PRINCESSE SAPHIR (7) and SANTA VANILLA (9) both catch the eye in that regard 
so keep an eye on the betting market. 

SELECTIONS 

MA MOME (2) - BAD BOY (1) - PRINCESSE SAPHIR (7) - SANTA VANILLA (9) 



          THURSDAY, 27/04/23 

C2 - PRIX DES TURFISTES - 2600m (a1 5/8m) - TURF - Claiming - Flat - 

EUR € 12.000  

 
1. DOVER CASTLE - Has yet to win a race but has been consistent in claimers and is likely to 
fight out the finish 

2. WELDORPHER - Well beaten in first three starts but showed major improvement when 
dropped to a claimer. Has a winning chance 

3. VILLA JOALI - Has yet to win a race and has had numerous attempts in this division. 
Consistent of late and can contest the finish 

4. LOST GENERATION - Unplaced in all four starts so far. Best run to date was fifth in a claimer. 
Could play a minor role at best 

5. BREIZH WOOD - Disappointing first two starts last year. Did better when third in only start of 
this year. Has a winning chance 

6. CONVENIENT - Sixth on debut over 1400m earlier this month. Steps up in distance and has 
been supplemented for this race. Chance 

7. MISS GREELEY - Good first two runs and is coming off a nice claimer win last time out. Can 
follow-up 

Summary : MISS GREELEY (7) has not done too much wrong at her level and won nicely last 
time out. She can double up on that performance. DOVER CASTLE (1) is right at home in this 
division and should be right there at the finish yet again. WELDORPHER (2) improved in this 
division last time out and should have more to come. VILLA JOALI (3) is consistent and should 
earn some more money. 

SELECTIONS 

MISS GREELEY (7) - DOVER CASTLE (1) - WELDORPHER (2) - VILLA JOALI (3) 



          THURSDAY, 27/04/23 

C3 - PRIX DES TOURNESOLS - 1700m (a1 1/16m) - TURF - Condition Race 

- Maiden - Flat - EUR € 21.000  

 
1. ROYALTIES - Has yet to win a race. Fair form of late and is probably better on the turf so 
could go close to winning 

2. XAARIANA - She did not show much on her debut over further. Could improve dropped in 
distance 

3. CAMPBELL - Holding her form and is fit and ready for this race. Should contest the finish once 
again 

4. KADIYAC - Good last run when runner-up on the PSF. Just as good on the turf and could go 
one better this time 

5. MIXED REALITY - She was not disgraced when fourth on her debut. Improvement is likely and 
is not out of it 

6. MOTICA - She has not shown much in her two starts to date and she will need major 
improvement to win this race 

7. UNE PERLE - Fair debut when fourth and did even better when runner-up on the PSF last time 
out. Go close 

8. INDIAN VALLEY - A three-year-old filly by Sioux Nation out of Broken Promise who is making 
her debut. Prefer others this time 

9. DIANE'STAR - A three-year-old filly by Dark Angel out of Zendia who is making her debut. 
Watch the betting 

Summary : UNE PERLE (7) and KADIYAC (4) have met before and it will not be much of a 
surprise were they to fight out the finish of this race. Both ran well on the PSF last time out but 
are just as useful on the turf. CAMPBELL (3) is fit and ready for this and although capable of 
winning is more likely to fill a place. MIXED REALITY (5) can improve off a fair debut. 

SELECTIONS 

UNE PERLE (7) - KADIYAC (4) - CAMPBELL (3) - MIXED REALITY (5) 



          THURSDAY, 27/04/23 

C4 - PRIX HENRI ROSSI - 1700m (a1 1/16m) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Class 2 - Flat - EUR € 22.000  

 
1. HAYEJOHN - Showed good promise when winning his first two starts at this course and was 
not disgraced in his other runs that year. Returns from a lengthy break but can win 

2. IZASTEP - In good form again this year and he has won over this course and distance in 2022. 
Should fight out the finish once again 

3. BAILEYS ECLAIR - Kept to the PSF this year for two moderate runs. has won on that surface 
but is better on the grass so could improve 

4. BLUFF - He showed promise on debut when third and improved to win on the PSF in his 
second start so deserves the utmost respect 

5. AVERSA - Fit and she remains in good form. Placed third in three starts at this course so could 
finish in the money once again 

6. HOXTON - A bit of a disappointment when only seventh last time out. Consistent before that 
and could finish in the money 

7. L'IMPREVUE - She won nicely on her debut last month. This is a tougher race so it will be 
interesting to see if she has improved since then 

8. KETTLINGUR - She won nicely on her debut last month. This is a tougher race so it will be 
interesting to see if she has improved since then 

9. PAS RADINE - A good debut winner in 2022 but did not repeat that run when ninth in her 
second start. Returns from a break and could need this run 

Summary : HAYEJOHN (1) has ability and if he is fit off a very lengthy break he could still pull off 
this race. He clearly likes this track. IZASTEP (2) has also won at this track and at least fitness is 
certain. He will contest the finish. BLUFF (4) is going about things the right way and could have 
more to come. HOXTON (6) could battle out a minor place at best. 

SELECTIONS 

HAYEJOHN (1) - IZASTEP (2) - BLUFF (4) - HOXTON (6) 



          THURSDAY, 27/04/23 

C5 - PRIX PIERRE PUGET - 2600m (a1 5/8m) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Maiden - Flat - EUR € 21.000  

 
1. KARTHAGE - Fit and has been consistent all year. Likely to do better over this course and 
distance. Has a winning chance 

2. RICHARD HORNIG - Sixth on debut. Likely to be smarter this time and with improvement likely 
he can earn some money 

3. GALIGOLD - Sixth on debut which was at this course. Could improve on that but others are 
preferred this time 

4. AIXELLENCE - Not disgraced when fourth on her debut. Could be smarter this time going 
further. Has a place chance 

5. PISCINE DE RUINART - Fifth on her recent debut at Hyeres over 2500m. She will need to do 
more than that to win this race 

6. VITTVITT - Improving of late with two fair runs on the PSF.. This is tougher and she was only 
sixth on her last turf run. Place chance 

7. PROMICEA - Improving and she is coming off a good run when runner-up at this course last 
time out. The step up in distance should suit and she can go one better 

8. MANADA - She did not show much when well beaten on her debut. Capable of improvement 
but others are preferred 

9. BUBBLECRAFT - Not disgraced when fifth on her debut earlier this month. This longer 
distance should suit and improvement can be expected 

10. FOXGLOVE - A three-year-old colt by Olympic Glory out of Daffodil Fields who is making his 
debut. Watch the betting 

Summary : PROMICEA (7) has done well enough so far and has the potential to be even better 
over this longer distance. KARTHAGE (1) is consistent and is fit and ready for another big run so 
cannot be ignored. BUBBLECRAFT (9) has scope for improvement after a fair debut. VITTVITT 
(6) was only sixth when last seen on the turf and is probably better on the PSF at this stage. 

SELECTIONS 

PROMICEA (7) - KARTHAGE (1) - BUBBLECRAFT (9) - VITTVITT (6) 



          THURSDAY, 27/04/23 

C6 - PRIX DU PRINTEMPS - 2600m (a1 5/8m) - TURF - Handicap - Class 4 - 

Flat - EUR € 14.000  

 
1. TORUN - Unreliable and has now reached 18 starts without a win. More needed to win but 
could pop up in a place 

2. MONFRERE - Disappointing last run over this course and distance. He has been 
supplemented for this race so should do better 

3. PRISON BREAK - Fit and was a good third over this course and distance last time out. 
Unreliable but has a winning chance 

4. SADARAK - Well tried this year without adding a win to the tally. Clearly better than the last 
run and has been supplemented. Might place 

5. MOKO - A bit unreliable this year but does seem a bit better on the turf. Could contest the 
finish yet again 

6. NANTUCKET - She has yet to win but is in good form and should have no trouble with this 
course and distance. A winning chance 

7. QUEENLY - On a very long losing streak since only win in 2022. She has struggled this year 
and others are preferred 

8. FIRST WOOD - On a very long losing streak but has been supplemented for this race and was 
third over this track and trip last time out. Go close 

9. FEEDESREVES - She has been kept to the PSF for some time now and did win her 
penultimate start but may be better on that surface 

10. LADY MAG - She did a bit better when fifth in a handicap last time out but will need to do 
more than that to win this race 

11. DEER BERE - Unreliable and was only fifth in a claimer last time out. He has won a race on 
the PSF over this distance last month. Might place 

12. TENDER WINNER - Well beaten in both starts at this course this year. Struggling to find his 
form of 2021 and others are preferred 

Summary : Some very competitive races to end this card. NANTUCKET (6) has yet to win but 
has every chance to get it right over this course and distance. PRISON BREAK (3) is unreliable 
but is coming off a good third over this course and distance. FIRST WOOD (8) is one of many 
supplemented runners in this race that could surprise. MOKO (5) seems to prefer the turf so can 
get involved with the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

NANTUCKET (6) - PRISON BREAK (3) - FIRST WOOD (8) - MOKO (5) 



          THURSDAY, 27/04/23 

C7 - PRIX DE SANARY-SUR-MER - 1800m (a1 1/8m) - TURF - Divised 

Handicap - Class 4 - Flat - EUR € 16.000  

 
1. LES ALDUDES - Her last win was in a claimer but she has been in good form of late and she 
does have a winning chance 

2. KARKHOV - Returned to form with a nice win over this distance last time out. Up 2.5kg for that 
win but can contest the finish once again 

3. FORCE TRANQUILLE - She did better when fourth last time out on the grass. Both handicap 
runs were on the PSF so she could be the surprise package on the grass 

4. THE MANAGER - Consistent this year and he has been in good form of late. Threatening to 
win off this mark and should go close 

5. FULLDITCH - Two disappointing runs since winning on the PSF in February. Probably better 
on that surface and others are preferred 

6. MOUTRAKI - A surprise winner over this distance last time out. Carries a penalty for that win 
but is clearly not out of it 

7. PAULITA MAX - A disappointment when only ninth at this course last time out as she had 
previously done well here. More needed to win 

8. PRESS OFFICER - Unreliable but has won twice this year. Probably anchored by the 3kg 
penalty for his last win when tenth last time out. Might place 

9. DREAM OF EMERAUDE - On a very long losing streak since only win. Unreliable but was 
runner-up over thai course and distance in her penultimate run. Might place 

10. HIGHEST MOUNTAIN - Two good runs over this distance at Lyon lately. Probably at his best 
on the PSF but has also done enough on the turf to suggest he can win this race 

11. VERTI CHOP - Disappointing last run when eleventh. Did better before that and is capable of 
earning some money 

12. STAR DRACK - In very good form of late and has won over a similar distance. He deserves 
respect in this line-up 

13. SAYANN - Disappointing last run when ninth but is better over this shorter distance and could 
play a minor role 

14. LILY APPLE - Well tried this year without winning. Two good runs off this mark recently and 
has been supplemented for this race. Respect 

Summary : HIGHEST MOUNTAIN (10) is in good form at the moment. Arguably better on the 
PSF but still in with a winning chance in this line-up. THE MANAGER (4) is threatening to win off 
this mark and deserves the utmost respect. LES ALDUDES (1) is in good form and is not out of it. 
KARKHOV (2) will try to overcome a 2.5kg penalty for his last win and clearly has to be given 
consideration. 

SELECTIONS 

HIGHEST MOUNTAIN (10) - THE MANAGER (4) - LES ALDUDES (1) - KARKHOV (2) 



          THURSDAY, 27/04/23 

C8 - PRIX DE BANDOL - 1800m (a1 1/8m) - TURF - Divised Handicap - 

Class 3 - Flat - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. MAMA IMELDA - Improving and was runner-up off this mark last time out. She looks likely to 
fight out the finish once again 

2. DIVA DU DANCING - A good win of a claimer last time out. She is unreliable though and has 
been beaten in some claimers at this track. Might place 

3. ROCK JOYEUX - Well beaten in his comback start and he seems to have lost his way. 
Returns to the turf so could show vast improvement 

4. JOH SPIRIT - Unreliable but she was not disgraced when fourth at this course last time out. 
More needed to win but could earn some money 

5. ALLURRE - Moderate form in three runs this year on the PSF. Might like the switch to the turf 
and could earn some money 

6. ALPAGE - In good form and was runner-up over this track and trip on handicap debut. Can go 
one better this time 

7. BLANC BLEU - Good last win on the PSF and picked up a 3kg penalty. Probably better on 
that surface but is not out of it 

8. KENZAL - Very consistent this year and has won twice on the PSF. Not disgraced when third 
on the turf last time out and has a winning chance 

9. EDITED - Two disappointing efforts after winning a Claimer on the PSF. Probably best 
watched for now and others are preferred 

10. BEST SIXTEEN - On a very long losing streak but did better when fifth over this distance last 
time out and has been supplemented for this race 

11. AZACHOP - Disappointing last run but he is clearly unreliable. He did win over this course 
and distance in his penultimate start. Can upset 

12. MYBOYFRIEND - A bit unlucky when fourth last time out. Capable of winning off his current 
mark and deserves respect 

13. BOOMERANG - Returned to form with a solid win on the PSF last time out. Unreliable but 
can pop up in a place in an open race 

14. AMERICAN JOKER - She have been anchored by the 3kg penalty she received for winning 
in January as her next two starts produced moderate runs 

Summary : The toughest race of all to try and find a winner. ALPAGE (6) is the tentative 
selection. He did well on handicap debut so has scope for improvement. MAMA IMELDA (1) is 
improving and she can win off her current mark. BLANC BLEU (7) is coming off a nice win on the 
PSF but picked up a 3kg penalty which will make it tough. KENZAL (8) is consistent and clearly in 
with a winning chance, like a few others in this race. 

SELECTIONS 

ALPAGE (6) - MAMA IMELDA (1) - BLANC BLEU (7) - KENZAL (8) 

 


